Chromebooks A-Z

Teacher Professional Learning Day  (5 hours of professional learning)

Chromebooks are a low cost, easy to manage laptop for schools.

Chromebooks A-Z is a one day hands-on workshop that equips teachers, school leaders and IT staff to become familiar with Chromebooks. Participants will be involved in activities to explore the features of Chromebooks and how they support the use of Google Apps for Education in the classroom.

This hands-on workshop will include:
» How to login to Chromebooks using your Google Apps account
» Familiarisation and navigation of the Chrome OS
» WiFi and proxy configuration
» Using the built-in camera
» Projecting from a Chromebook
» Enrolment and management using the Chrome Management Console
» Using built-in apps – Chrome, Docs, Sheets, Slides
» Selecting and adding apps from the Chrome Web Store

Come and learn how Chromebooks can be used at your school, including their role in your BYOD solution.

Scott has over 20 years experience in using technology for learning. As a teacher, he explored innovative use of technology. He worked at Apple as a Systems Engineer, with NSW Department of Education, Catholic & Independent schools.

Today, Scott assists school leadership with strategy and planning, provides professional learning & implementation services.

Scott has an amazing understanding of the problems we face in education, and was able to answer all our questions and offer solutions to every problem we presented.”

Preparer:
Scott Barnham
from Think3

Completing Chromebooks A-Z will contribute 5 hours of QTC Registered PD addressing 2.6.2, 3.4.2 from the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers towards maintaining Proficient Teacher Accreditation in NSW.

HOW TO ENROL
Register online via our website:
www.macict.edu.au/chromebooks-a-z

Note for NSW DoE Teachers: As this course is not registered with BOSTES by NSW DoE, it will not appear in MyPL. You will need to add the course to your own record on the BOSTES website.

Please note: Any cancellations made within 5 days of the course will be charged to your School.

Visit our website to view more courses, dates and direct links to enrol.
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